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FORWARD LOOKING
STATEMENTS DISCLAIMER & DISCLOSURES
Certain statements and information included in this presentation
constitute “forward–looking statements” within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements
are based on certain assumptions and analyses made by the
Company’s management in light of its experience and its perception
of historical trends, current conditions, expected future
developments and other factors it believes are appropriate under the
circumstances.
These statements involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties, some of which are outlined in the Company’s most
recent 10-K and subsequent 10-Qs, which may cause the actual
performance of Flotek to be materially different from any future
results expressed or implied in this presentation and the forwardlooking statements. Flotek undertakes no obligation to update any
of its forward-looking statements for any reason.

Contained in this slide deck are transactional and financial reporting
information.
In some cases, estimates or approximations may be used. While
footnotes are intended to explain such cases, they may not be all
inclusive in the procedures taken to report transactional or customer
specific information.

This presentation also contains measures that are not calculated
based on accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America, also known as GAAP. Information regarding
those non-GAAP financial measures and the reconciliations of the
non-GAAP financial measures to the most directly comparable
GAAP measures is provided in the Appendix of this presentation
and can be found in the Company’s earnings press releases which
can be found on the Company’s web site www.Flotekind.com.
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ABOUT FLOTEK: WHO WE ARE
NYSE: FTK
Recent Stock Price:
Recent Market Cap:
30 Day Average Trading Volume:
Outstanding Shares:
Top 20 Owners:
Insider Ownership:

$1.41
$80 mil.
1,456,065 shares
57.0 mil.
63%
6%

Flotek® develops and delivers
prescriptive chemistry-based
technology, including specialty
chemicals, to clients in the energy,
consumer industrials and food &
beverage industries.

Utilizing our focus on research and supply chain, our goal is to maximize the performance of oil and gas
wells through the application of our proprietary chemistry in our clients’ reservoirs. We intend to capture
our synergies and penetrate high margin opportunities in the consumer and industrial markets over time.
Sources: Ipreo BigDough Analytics, FactSet
Note: All material contained in this slide deck represents continuing operations
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVES UPDATE
Continued focus to reduce cash and non-cash SG&A across the organization.
Protect borrowing capacity, maximize financial flexibility through proactive lender communication.

Maximize gross margin performance through logistics and manufacturing improvements.
Reduce balance on credit facility through monetization of working capital.
Move clients up the value chain of fluid designs and chemistry selection with Prescriptive Chemistry
Management® (PCM®) platform.
Enhance regional management and operational structure to drive greater field-level visibility and
efficiency.
Flotek continues to position itself to generate free cash flows and maximize shareholder value through aggressive
SG&A reduction measures, driving out plant and operating inefficiency and enhancing go-to-market strategy.
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BUSINESS UPDATE
Energy Chemistry Technologies (“ECT”)

• Fourth quarter revenues to decline less than 10% sequentially (no change from previous guidance).
• Over 75% of PCM clients utilizing value-added chemistry, compared to less than 50% one year ago.
• Experiencing increasing international interest for CnF® for 2019, lead by the Middle-East.

Consumer and Industrial Technologies (“CICT”)

• Fourth quarter revenues to increase mid-single digits sequentially with slight sequential improvement to EBITDA margin.
• During the fourth quarter, CICT realized the largest weekly sales activity in year-to-date in 2018.

Consolidated Commentary
•
•
•
•

Continuing to reduce cash and non-cash costs across the organization.
Have identified areas of operational efficiencies targeting improved gross margin profile in 2019.
Expect positive working capital benefit in fourth quarter as inventory and receivable balances draw down.
2018 CapEx guidance reduced from a range of $12 mil. - $16 mil. entering 2018, to a run-rate of ~$6 mil. exiting 2018.
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OPERATING
SEGMENTS
Energy Chemistry Technologies (ECT)
Flotek's Energy Chemistry Technologies division
provides oilfield specialty chemicals and logistics
as well as reservoir characterization and
chemistry selection services to solve the toughest
drilling, cementing, stimulation and production
challenges.
• 2017 Revenues: $243.1 mil. (77% of total)
• 2017 Net Income: $33.6 mil.
• 2017 Adj. EBITDA: $56.3 mil. (84% of total)

• 3Q18 Revenues: $53.7 mil. (75.7% of total)
• 3Q18 Net Income: $3.9 mil.
• 3Q18 Adj. EBITDA: $8.2 mil. (83.8% of total)

Consumer and Industrial Chemistry
Technologies (CICT)
Flotek’s Consumer and Industrial Chemistry
Technologies delivers high-quality products that
meet the demands of a variety of consumer and
industrial applications.
• 2017 Revenues: $74.0 mil. (23% of total)
• 2017 Net Income: $7.5 mil.
• 2017 Adj. EBITDA: $10.9 mil. (16% of total)

• 3Q18 Revenues: $17.3 mil. (24.3% of total)
• 3Q18 Net Income: $0.9 mil.
• 3Q18 Adj. EBITDA: $1.6 mil. (16.2% of total)

Note: Percentages above represent segment totals for continuing operations
Please see public filings, form 10Q and 10K and see website for complete financial results 6
Please refer to Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 in the Reconciliation to Non-GAAP measures found in Appendix on slide 35

LOCATIONS AND
GLOBAL CLIENT REACH

Domestic Locations
• Houston, TX – Headquarters, Research & Innovation
• Winter Haven, FL – CICT, Florida Chemical
• Marlow, OK – Chemistry Manufacturing/QAQC
• Waller, TX – Manufacturing, Logistics, Testing
• Monahans, TX – Chemistry Testing, Logistics
• Raceland, LA - Logistics, Cement
• Canonsburg, PA – Logistics, Inventory, Sales

International Reach
• Calgary, AB Canada, Offices/Chemistry Lab
• Abu Dhabi, UAE, Regional Distribution
• Dubai, UAE, Sales Office
• Netherlands, Sales Office
• Y-TEC Collaboration in Argentina
• Collaboration with Anton in China
• Japan, CICT Sales Office
• Global sales depicted in countries on map
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SG&A REDUCTION INITIATIVES ONGOING

Quarterly Cash SG&A

$20.0

Cash SG&A* Reductions and Run-Rate Target

$18.0

Exceeded our initial 20%
reduction target in 4Q17,
ongoing reduction in action.

$16.0

$14.0
$12.0
$10.0
4Q16

1Q17

2Q17

3Q17

4Q17

1Q18

2Q18

3Q18

*Cash SG&A defined as SG&A less stock compensation expense

• Targeted at executive salary and benefits, information technology, professional fees and travel & entertainment.
• 3Q18 quarterly cash SG&A decreased 5% sequentially and 36%, or $28.0 mil. annually, from 4Q16 levels.
• Focusing on further absolute reductions to SG&A into next year, and targeting total SG&A to be in the mid-teens
as a percentage of revenue on consistent basis.
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ENERGY CHEMISTRY
TECHNOLOGIES (ECT)
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MACRO TRENDS

Frac Complexity

Today

2,400

EIA, Monthly DPR Regions Completions

• EIA completions have continued to increase YTD 2018.
• Technology and innovation are reducing break-evens.
• Commodity volatility is prioritizing returns over production.
• Mechanical completion methods showing diminishing returns
– need for true science to drive further productivity gains.

EIA DPR Completions

2,000

1,600
1,200
800
400
-

Flotek is uniquely positioned to benefit from a growing operator focus
on decoupling of completions. Industry beginning to shift for desire to
better understanding of fluid design and overall reservoir complexity.
Time
Source: EIA Drilling Productivity Report
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CHEMISTRY OFFERINGS, FOR THE LIFECYCLE

Initial frac and stimulation

Remediation and re-treatment

• We have 50+ formulations of Complex nano-Fluid® (CnF®) technologies, and growing.
• Of which, 30+ are regularly commercialized due to activity concentration.
• We offer 100+ chemistry solutions for all applications and demands, compatible in most fluid designs with our CnF®.
• Of which 70+ are regularly commercialized.
• Our fluid design treatments can be applied in the initial frac through the full life-cycle of the well.
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ECT CLIENT TRENDS: BUILDING DEPTH AND BREADTH
Major* Domestic Client Base
Major* DOM Clients

Domestic ECT Revenue per Client

Average Revenue per Domestic Client

1Q15

2Q15

3Q15

4Q15

1Q16

2Q16

3Q16

4Q16

1Q17

2Q17

3Q17

4Q17

1Q18

2Q18

3Q18

*Major clients defined as having purchased >1% of LT average on a TTM basis.

• 3Q18 major* domestic client count increased 16% sequentially and 3Q18 average revenue per domestic client increased
7% sequentially, pointing to healthy underlying fundamentals in both depth and breadth of domestic client base.
• Client transition/losses in 1H18 due to cost pressures and evolution in legacy channels-to-market negatively impacted
domestic client trends to begin the year.
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EXPANSIVE FOOTPRINT TO SERVE OUR CLIENTS
Marcellus/Utica Regional Support
Canada Research & Innovation
Center
Calgary Regional Support
Calgary, CA
Canonsburg, PA
Mid-Con Regional Support &
Manufacturing
Texas Gulf Coast Regional Support &
Manufacturing
Marlow, OK

Permian Regional Support & Manufacturing
Global Research & Innovation
Center
Monahans, TX
Source: DrillingInfo

Houston, TX

Waller, TX
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COMPLEX NANO-FLUID® (“CnF®”) TECHNOLOGY VS.
CONVENTIONAL SURFACTANT: INCREASING CONNECTIVITY

CnF® Composition

Conventional Surfactant

SOLVENT CORE
Made from orange oils to
increase fluid mobility

SURFACTANT
COMPONENTS

MULTIPLE
SURFACTANT TYPES
Patented & customized
Smaller droplet size
distribution
Increase reservoir
connectivity

Efficient & effective
reservoir delivery
Delivers Capillary pressure
reduction, demulsification
& solvency

VS

Water soluble
portion
Oil soluble portion

Typically delivers only Larger droplet size
capillary pressure or
distribution
demulsification
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CnF®: DELIVERING CAPILLARY PRESSURE, DEMULSIFICATION &
SOLVENCY TO THE RESERVOIR
Water Phase

Hydrocarbon
Layer
Reservoir Face

CnF® traveling
through the
reservoir matrix

CnF®
interaction with
reservoir fluids

CnF® delivery to
reservoir fluids and
reservoir surface
Source: UrTeC:2154925, “Insights into Mobilization of Shale Oil using Microemulsion”
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EAGLE FORD: KARNES COUNTY (VOLATILE OIL)
PRESCRIPTIVE CHEMISTRY DELIVERING IMPROVED PRODUCTION
AVERAGE PRODUCTION CURVES

PRODUCTIVITY NORMALIZED FOR PROPPANT INTENSITY

BOE/Proppant intensity [lbs/ft]

Without CnF® (41 wells)

Total months on production

3 month BOE per 1000’ of lateral

CnF® (57 wells)

10,850 BOE/1000’
1,195 lbs/ft

CnF® Wells: Higher
production with nearly
equivalent proppant

8,961 BOE/1000’
1,215 lbs/ft

Proppant Intensity [lb/ft]
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MIDLAND BASIN COMPLETIONS EFFECTIVENESS
3 month BOE cumulative volumes per 1000’

3-Month Cumulative BOE per 1000’ vs Completion variables

2016

2017

2016
2015

2015
2013

2017

2018

2016

2017

2014

2013

2018

2018
2015
2013

2014

2014
2012

2012

Proppant intensity [lbs/ft]

Fluid intensity [bbl/ft]

2012

Lateral Length [ft]

Horizontal wells since 2012 – plateaus for the last two years

Data source: RS Energy
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DELAWARE BASIN COMPLETION EFFECTIVENESS
3 month BOE cumulative volumes per 1000’

3-Month Cumulative BOE per 1000’ vs Completion variables

2016
2013

2017

2015

2017

2013

2015

2017
2015

2013
2016

2016
2014

2018

2012

2014

2018

2012

Proppant intensity [lbs/ft]

Fluid intensity [bbl/ft]

2014

2018

2012

Lateral Length [ft]

Horizontal wells since 2012 – plateaus for the last two years, steps back in 1H18

Data source: RS Energy
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DELAWARE BASIN: WINKLER, WARD & REEVES COUNTIES
Wolfcamp A: Breaking Out of the Plateau
Avg. 3 month cumulative BOE vs Avg. proppant intensity by year

3 month cumulative BOE per 1000’

2017

Data source: RS Energy

2016

Flotek
PCM®
optimized
fluid design

2017
2013

2012

2014

2015
2016

Proppant Intensity [lbs/ft]

2018
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DELAWARE BASIN: WINKLER, WARD & REEVES COUNTIES
Wolfcamp B: More Favorable GOR with CnF®
GasRatio
Oil Ratio
Gas Oil

Cubic feet/bbl

CnF®
Non CnF® Type Curve

Data source: RS Energy

33 CnF® wells
393 Non CnF® wells
Wells with first prod. date
of 01/2012 or later

Total months on production
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DELAWARE BASIN: WINKLER, WARD & REEVES COUNTIES
Wolfcamp B: Breaking out of the Plateau
3 month cumulative BOE per 1000’

Avg. 3 month cumulative BOE vs. Avg. proppant intensity by year

Data source: RS Energy

Average
2012-2018

37%
Average
2012-2018

CnF® Technology
Without CnF®

Proppant Intensity [lbs/ft]
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CONSUMER & INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
TECHNOLOGIES (CICT)
22

CONSUMER & INDUSTRIAL
CHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGIES (CICT)
•
•
•
•
•

Consumers are demanding natural flavors that are “from the named fruit” in beverages and foods.
Expansion into non-thermal manufacturing and varietal diversification will enhance growth opportunities.
Nutraceutical, pharmaceutical and agriculture present unique growth opportunities for Flotek.
Best in class supply chain provides platform to execute a market penetration strategy.
Vertical integration creates unique ability to consume large terpene quantities which provides a competitive
cost advantage.
We deliver consistency and reliability as a provider of citrus based chemistry. Our focus is on limiting our
customers’ risk while delivering high quality products.
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CICT IS IDEALLY POSITIONED
• Our ability to utilize the entire citrus molecule,
opens the door for new opportunities in markets
we have not yet penetrated.
• We have the ability to leverage increasing energy
market demand for d-Limonene in our patented
CnF® technology as a competitive advantage in
non-energy products.
• The combination of Florida Chemical with Flotek
in 2013 is evolving from vertical integration
strategy into synergistic revenue relationship.

Vertical Opportunities
Oil & Gas

Industrial &
Functional
Fragrance

Nutraceutical

Flavors

Agriculture
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CICT MOVING ALONG THE VALUE CHAIN
ECT demand of d-Limonene for CnF® is
only one component of the citrus oil chain.

• We are positioned to begin moving further across the value chain, where other
components can be utilized in higher margin end markets.
• Florida Chemical is a leader in orange oil processing globally.

• Due to our growing ability to utilize the different molecules which make up the
citrus oil, we can look at higher margin opportunities and at lower cost points.
• We recently opened a sales office in Japan, and are beginning sales of higher

margin compounds to the Food and Beverage Industry.
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COMMITMENT
TO INNOVATION & PROTECTING
OUR POSITIONING
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COMMITMENT TO INNOVATION:
PATENT PORTFOLIO

Our patent portfolio continues to grow, with six patents
granted in 2017.

Total Patent Assets
Flotek Industries,
Inc., 4

Florida Chemical
Company, Inc., 3

Twenty-two patents have been granted in 2018 and at least ten
additional patents are expected to grant in 2019.
Our portfolio contains 50 patents and 78 pending patent
applications and covers more than 50 unique CnF®
formulations, demonstrating our continued commitment to
leading the specialty chemistry sector.

We remain focused on diligently protecting our
shareholders and our technology through proactive IP.

TOTAL*

128

Flotek Chemistry,
LLC, 121

*As of December 4th, 2018.
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PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE, DELIVERING
TECHNOLOGY TO INDUSTRY

• In 2017, share of revenue from new technologies has
surpassed our goal by a margin of more than 2:1.
• In 2017, CnF® chemistry formulations from new
products developed from 2015 or later were 34% of our
revenues.

50.0%
45.0%

Contribution to Annual Revenue by
Formulation Year

• Flotek’s investments in new chemistry technology have
been a differentiator for our energy clients.

2017 CnF® Sales by Formulation Year
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
2017

25.0%

2016

20.0%

2015

15.0%

2014

10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
2014

2015

2016

2017

Year

Note: only displaying contribution from CnF® products developed from 2014-2017.
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APPENDIX
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CnF®: INCREASING PRODUCTION IN THE DELAWARE BASIN
1-Year Avg. Daily Oil Production Rates
• In a Delaware Basin Case Study, CnF® wells showed
100

Average 365-Day Oil Production

a 12% increase and a 76% increase in daily oil
production rates through the first year of a well’s life
when normalized for proppant and normalized for
lateral length, respectively, vs. offset wells.
• Average EUR’s were 19% higher in CnF® wells vs.
offset wells*.
• Using a 500 mboe base EUR well (75% oil), a 19%
uplift in EUR at $50 WTI/$2.75 NYMEX flat pricing
resulted in a $1.4 mil. increase in NPV per well**.
• In a hypothetical 50k acre Delaware position targeting

90

76%

80

70
60

12%

50
40
30
20
10
-

Per mil. lbs Proppant
Offset Wells

19% EUR Uplift

Per Thou. Lat. Perforated Ft.
CnF® Wells

$2,450/Acre Added NPV

3 benches with 1,280 acre spacing, we estimate NPV
uplift potential to be >$120 mil., or >$2,400/acre.

*EUR values sourced from DrillingInfo.
**Our well economics assume $1.50/bbl and $0.30/Mcf variable LOE, $22.5k/month fixed LOE
and $6.5 mil. D&C. EURs based on 30-year well life but shut-in if LOE/boe > Rev ($)/boe.

Source: Individual Well Data Provided by Client
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CnF®: UNLOCKING OIL IN THE MIDLAND BASIN

• In a Midland Basin case study analyzing more than 425 wells targeting the Wolfcamp B in Martin, Midland and Upton
Counties, CnF® treated wells meaningfully outperformed offset wells (adjusted for proppant and lateral length).
• BOE/d normalized production rates at 1-month were 32% higher in CnF® wells vs. offset wells.
• 12-month cumulative BOE production was 22% higher in CnF® wells vs. offset wells.

Source: RS Energy Data
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PRESCRIPTIVE CHEMISTRY MANAGEMENT (PCM ) OPPORTUNITY
®

•
•
•
•

®

Our customized PCM® offering delivers significant value to our clients by establishing a complete chemistry.
PCM® creates more permanent relationships and CnF® selling opportunities, adds to our database and provides greater scale.
Increased uptake of PCM® offering will result in lower gross margins, but accretive to Company cash flow and EBITDA.
PCM® platform can reduce our clients’ chemistry spend by ~33%+, or ~5% of total well cost, on a $6.5 mil. base well.

Base STACK/SCOOP Well –

CnF®

Only

®

STACK/SCOOP Well – PCM w/ CnF®

3%
14%

Total Well Cost:
$6,500,000
CnF®

33%

CnF® Only
Drilling

Opportunity:
$225,000

64%

®

PCM is expanding our
Completion
opportunity set from CnF®
leading jobs to encompass our full
suite of chemistry solutions

Total Well Cost:
$6,200,000
®

PCM Opportunity:
$875,000

®

PCM w/
CnF®
Drilling
53%
33%

Our PCM® platform is opening the opportunity to capture more of the overall well spend (from 3% to 14%), while also
reducing the total well cost by (5%) for our clients in our STACK/SCOOP well example.

Completion
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GLOBAL ECT PRODUCT TRENDS

CnF® Revenue (Left Axis)

20,000

15,000

s

10,000

US EIA DPR Completions (Right Axis)

$180

25,000

25,000

20,000

• We believe our acceptance
5,000
rates will grow as
operators seek to enhance
$$their well economics
2014
2015
2016
2014
2015
2016
2017
through chemistry
Note: we compare our global ECT activity in this slide to US EIA DPR completions as 80%+ of our average revenues are derived domestically.
technology.

15,000

10,000

5,000

EIA DPR Region Completions

$160

US EIA DPR Completions (Right Axis)

Revenue ($s in million)

Conventional ECT Revenue (Left Axis)

CnF® Revenues vs. Completions

EIA DPR Region Completions

• Despite pricing losses
through the downturn, we
have remained focused on
pursuing market share
gains.

Conventional Chemistry Revenues vs. Completions

Revenue ($s in million)

• Product portfolios in ECT
have shown resiliency over
the past 4 years.

2017

Source: EIA Drilling Productivity Report
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CnF®: VALUE PROPOSITION

The line of Complex nano-Fluid® technologies offers a number of performance-enhancing features including solvency, contact angle
which impacts wettability, outstanding demulsification properties, reduction of capillary pressures and interfacial tension (IFT) that are
designed to contribute to improved oil and gas production from a reservoir.
CnF Permian well
no uplift

Hypothetical Permian well sensitivity highlights
the value proposition of CnF® for our clients.

20%

CnF Permian well
+30% EUR

34%

CnF Permian well
+20% EUR

•
•
•
•

29%

CnF Permian well
+10% EUR

25%

CnF Permian well
+5% EUR

22%

Permian Well, No
CnF

22%

10%

20%

30%

Single Well IRR

• Hypothetical well attributes:

40%

Base cost: $6.5 mil., with CnF®: $6.75 mil.
70% oil, 30% split NGLs/nat. gas.
90-day IP: 796 Boepd– 1,500 Boepd (CnF®, 30% uplift).
EUR: 750 Mboe – 950 Mboe.

CnF® can increase the well IRR from 22% to
34%, while risking only ~2%. The hypothetical
cost-benefit in NPV ranges from a loss of
$(233K) to benefit of $2.4 mil. to the operator.

Net Present Value, 10% Discount ($s millions)

$3.00

+$2.40

$2.00
+$1.45

$1.00
+$0.49

$0.00

+$0.01
-$(0.23)
Risk $

NPV Benefit/(Cost)

Net Benefit/(Cost)

-$1.00
CnF Permian well CnF Permian well CnF Permian well CnF Permian well CnF Permian well
+5% EUR
+10% EUR
+20% EUR
+30% EUR
no uplift
Permian Well, No CnF
CnF Permian well +5% EUR
CnF Permian well +10% EUR
CnF Permian well +20% EUR
CnF Permian well +30% EUR
CnF Permian well no uplift

Risk $
$ $ 0.233
$ 0.233
$ 0.233
$ 0.233
$ 0.233

NPV Benefit/(Cost)
$
$
0.246
$
0.724
$
1.680
$
2.636
$
(0.233)

Net Benefit/(Cost) IRR of Well
21.7%
$
0.013
22.3%
$
0.491
24.5%
$
1.447
29.0%
$
2.403
33.6%
$
(0.233)
20.2%
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RECONCILIATION TO NON-GAAP MEASURES
Schedule 1

Schedule 2
Flotek Industries, Inc.
Unaudited Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Items and Non-Cash Items Impacting Earnings

Flotek Industries, Inc.
Unaudited Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Items and Non-Cash Items Impacting Earnings

GAAP Segment Net Income and Reconciliation to Segment Adjusted EBITDA (Non-GAAP)

GAAP Segment Net Income and Reconciliation to Segment Adjusted EBITDA (Non-GAAP)
Energy Chemistry Technologies
Twelve Months Ended
12/31/2017
12/31/2016
(in thousands)
Segment Net Income (GAAP)

$

33,611

$

29,014

Consumer and Industrial Technologies
Twelve Months Ended
12/31/2017
12/31/2016
(in thousands)
$

7,465

$

9,664

Energy Chemistry Technologies Consumer and Industrial Chemistry Technologies
Three Months Ended
Three Months Ended
9/30/2018
9/30/2017
9/30/2018
9/30/2017
(in thousands)
(in thousands)
Segment Net Income (GAAP)

$

3,920

$

6,867

$

858

$

985

Interest Expense (a)

-

-

-

-

Interest Expense (a)

-

-

-

-

Income Tax Expense (a)

-

-

-

-

Income Tax Expense (a)

-

-

-

-

1,734

1,863

699

590

Depreciation and Amortization
Segment EBITDA (Non-GAAP)

7,323
$

Stock Compensation Expense
R&I Allocation
Loss / (Gain) on Sale of Assets
Segment Adjusted EBITDA (Non-GAAP)

$

40,934

5,935
$

34,949

2,391
$

9,856

2,257
$

11,922

1,946

2,278

529

607

13,130

9,319

515

1

298

(18)

56,308

$

46,528

$

10,901

$

12,529

(a) Interest Expense and Tax Expense are recorded at the Corporate level and not allocated to segments.
* Management believes that adjusted EBITDA for the three and twelve months ended December 31, 2017, and December
31, 2016, is useful to investors to assess and understand operating performance, especially when comparing those results
with previous and subsequent periods. Management views the expenses associated with executive retirement to be
outside of the Company's normal operating results. Management analyzes operating results without the impact of the
above items as an indicator of performance, to identify underlying trends in the business and cash flow from continuing

Depreciation and Amortization
Segment EBITDA (Non-GAAP)

$

Stock Compensation Expense

5,654

$

8,730

$

1,557

$

1,575

153

441

(128)

171

2,350

2,575

161

116

Loss on Sale of Assets

57

(5)

-

-

Inventory Write-down

-

-

-

-

Impairment of Goodwill

-

-

-

-

R&I Allocation

Segment Adjusted EBITDA (Non-GAAP)

$

8,214

$

11,741

$

1,590

$

1,862

(a) Interest Expense and Tax Expense are recorded at the Corporate level and not allocated to segments.
* Management believes that adjusted EBITDA for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2018, and September 30, 2017, is
useful to investors to assess and understand operating performance, especially when comparing those results with previous and
subsequent periods. Management analyzes operating results without the impact of the above items as an indicator of performance, to
identify underlying trends in the business and cash flow from continuing operations, and to establish operational goals.
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CONTACT US
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:
10603 W. Sam Houston Pkwy. N.
Suite 300
Houston, TX 77064
INVESTOR RELATIONS:
Email: IR@Flotekind.com
Phone: (713) 726-5367
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